The Center for Faculty Excellence is a hub for faculty support. With the three-fold mission of advancing instructional excellence, facilitating professional success, and fostering faculty leadership, CFE designs and delivers programming and resources to all full- and part-time UNO faculty and instructors. Collaborative partnerships with campus units/ entities provide additional opportunities for faculty support.

INSTRUCTIONAL EXCELLENCE

Pedagogy Workshops
CFE offers a variety of workshops throughout the academic year. See the calendar of activities on our website or join our mailing list to learn more.

CFE Calendar of Events

Teaching Analysis by Students (TABS)
TABS provides faculty with an opportunity to assess their pedagogical strengths and weaknesses from the student perspective. All assessments are confidential and free.

UCAT Pedagogy Grants
Offered by the University Committee for the Advancement of Teaching (UCAT), faculty may apply for a variety of grants related to teaching and learning processes.

PROFESSIONAL SUCCESS

Resource Development and Access
CFE fosters on-going professional success through the creation of materials featured on the CFE website.

The website also serves as a point of connection to campus partners, initiatives, and processes such as assessment mini-grant opportunities, and reappointment, promotion, and tenure (RPT).

On-Boarding Modules
In addition to Orientation events for full- and part-time faculty, we have developed a series of brief yet informative online modules that are intended to assist faculty become familiar with UNO policies and procedures and answers to frequently asked questions.

https://unomaha.instructure.com/enroll/68696

COLLABORATION & LEADERSHIP

Communities of Practice
Cohorts of faculty members from multiple disciplines investigate teaching innovations, actively research, share feedback, assess student learning and grading techniques and explore new models of practice.

Faculty Leadership Forums
Faculty in leadership roles across campus and those having an interest in higher education leadership connection through these collaborative interest groups.

Campus Partnerships
CFE partners with campus units and entities to facilitate programming and access to key UNO resources and services. Partnerships include Assessment, ITS, Criss Library, Office of Digital Learning, Pre-Tenure Faculty and WSTEM.